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ÄIMISTRY FOR PORilGi: AFFAIRS

Inresa Department

Unofficial translation

Prime Min:feter Oloi Palmess 3peech at the Gonference of the 

Swedish Union of Social Democratic Women jon e b^arx.2.0,lJ^4

It is a very impressive programme the Swedish Union of Social 
Democratic Women has arranged for this conference» Kxperts will 
be speaking on the principal elements of Swedish fore5 gn polic2''. 
This gives me a certain liherty of approach and frees me of 
the necessity to deal with any epecific aspect in extenso.
I shall primarily discuss some ideciogical aspeets^ a few of 
which have relevance to the meeting of social democratic 
party leaders in Helsingör last month»

The other day, "Svenska Dagbladet" publiched a heartrending 
artide. abont Sweden'3 poor perforinan.ee at the Olympic Games 
in Innsbruck. After a few gloomy reflections on the invest- 
ments in national prestige made by the dietatorship countriee 

and the significance of commercial intereets, the author 
made his way with the sure stop of a water-diviner to the 
subject of party politics. The equality policy of the 
Social Democrats was put in the pillory. It is not enough 
to produce second-raters. Sonebody must niount the victors^ 
stand, the author declared.

But fear not, 0 Svenska Dagblad, be of good cheerl

The Financial Times recently assembled a panel of expert 
economists to evaluate the economic policies of various 
countries and choose the country which had oursued the most 

successful economic policy in 1975* Aiid "who do you tliink 
got the gold medal? Right, no other than Gunnar ''manuel 
Sträng. 3o Svenska Dagbladet can proudly lift its face 
unto the hills and cry: At last a Swede stands highest 

on the Victors' standJ

perforinan.ee
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Now it must be eaid tn all fairness that this is the remilt 
of teampläy, a collective perfonaance by the Swedish com- 
munity and of its workers, and in the true ecumenical spirit 
I should add: Give a little medal to Helén too» Por he 
vas in on things at Haga in the good old days.

Nov there is another moral to be dravn from this story. 
We try to pursne an independent policy in order to maintaJn 
full eraployment and improve xreH^being. At a time of deey 

International crisis ve have succeeded fairly vell. But we 
must not for a moment imagine we can shape our society 
regardless of the rest of the world.

At a discussion in Värmland the other day on the renewal 
of working life, a businessman pointed ont that there is 
a delegate e.bsent from our round-table dieussions of how 
we are to democratise economic life. That d.elegate is 

the vorld märket5 the often tough marketplace where we 
must sell half of our industrial prodnetion in order to 
develop our society. On that point I agree with him, 
without reservation. If people beyond our borders are 
poor and out of work so that they camiot afford to huv 
our Products, if building for the future is checked so 
that deraand falls for our machinery, our iron ore, our 
wood Products and our building materials, this will 
inevitably also affect us. The day we chose - and choee 
wisely - to base our economy on an extensive and open 
t2?ade with other countries, then we also took a step 
out into the world, to a direct dependence on wha.t 
happens beyond our borders.

This dependence becones even more pronounced in the crucial 
questions of war and peace. We hav© chosen . to pursue a 
policy of non-participation in alliances in peacetime airaed 
at neutrality in the event of war. This has been successful 
for over 160 years. But it must never involve isolation 
and a desire to take cover from the storms raging in 
the world. The policy we choose imist be oredible, it 
must inspire respect in the rest of the world.
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This reQuiTes that we take an active part in effonts foT 
peace and détent© everywhere we can make a constmotive 
contribution. Ve must work in the nnited Nations and take 
part in peace-keeping operations| do our part in the fieids 
of disannasaent and development oo-operation» Vfe must play a 
role in draving up a new intemational economic order and 
in the meny branches of International co-operation that are a 

feature of our present-day world»

Sweden has always taken it for granted that we should give 
our vigorous support to efforts for peaoe and détente in 
Burope. Ve also assert that the Swedish policy of neutrality 

has been a stabilizing factor in Northern Europa and thus 
also in peace-keeping on our continent» Vfhen seen in the 
light of history, the past year may stand out as a menorable 
year in postwar Europé. The Gonference on Security and Co- 
operation in Burope was conduded in Helsinki last August. 
The Final Act adopted by the Gonference aims to secure peace 
and détente in our part of the world. The Act is not a 
binding doeument under intemational law, nor has it changed 
the map of Burope. But it is a confirmation of postwar 
reality and it is the nearest we can get to a formal peace 
treaty thirty years after the end of the Second World -/ar.

The 'ostpolitik’ of the '.fest German Government lid muck to 
pave the way for ddtente and to pronote reconciliation 
between the peoples of burope. A very important link in 
this context was the treaty conduded between the Federal 
Republic of Germany and Poland last sunmer. This was a 
conerete expreesion of the spirit of Helsinki. It reflected 

reconciliation after unspeakable suffering and had a deep 
human dimension. It vould be deplorable for these two countries 
and for the whole of Europé if this far-sighted and statesnan- 

like treaty should be brought to nothing by narrew-minded 
intemal interests in the Federal Republic.

The Bast, the West, the neutral states and non-aligned states 
expressed their agrosEiont in the Final Act of the Helsinki 
Gonference on a number of principles to govem their relations. 
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It was the pToduet of long and laborious efforts*

The Final Act must be seen as a whole» Nevertheless, we 
should not disregard the elements that go to make it a 

balanced éntity. Therefore* no field may be left out or 
be regarded as less essential than another. Therefore, 
Sweden is particularly gratified that the protection of 
human rights has been accepted as a norm on equal footing 
with othér principles goveming intemational relations. 
This gives the outeome of the Helsinki negotiations a 
human dimension and makes it ooraprehensible to the citizens 

of our countries.

This covers the question of the reunion of families as 
well as travel across frontiers. We are disappointed to 
note that it is difficult to get work in this field under 

way. It must be promoted and speeded up.

Vlolations of human rights constitute departures from the 
policy of détente. This attitude is also entirely in 
agreement with the opinion long hold by the Swedish Govern
ment: that oppression, lack of freedom and injustice 
contain the seeds of social and political teneions.

Those who make no protest against the spread of repression, 
terror, torture, lack of freedom and other vlolations of 
human rights ultimately help to undemine peace. We 
have alwaj-s regarded it as o\ir du ty to defend human rights 
and freedoms. We censure suck vlolations wherever they 
are committed - in Vietnam, Chile, Greece, Spain and 
Portugalj and other countries where the United States 
directly or indirectly has helped to keep a dietatorship 

alive. We have harshly criticiaed the invasion of Csecho- 
slovakla and the lack of freedom there.

Information on the percecution of individu.ale in ‘fastern 
Ihirope recelved dnring the past few months has spöken of 
camps for political prisoners and other nethods for silonciny 
diesidents.
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Wc cannot but orpose nethods of this kind» They are in 
conflict with elenentary hunanitarian principles, which 
are also reflected in the Helsinki doeument.

Cur criticisra of various events and situations in no wa?’' 
signifies a desire for confrontation, nor animosity towards 

any state, great or small, nor does it signify anti-Americanism 
or anti-Sovietism. We are always prepared. to have contaet and 
talks with those whon we ne.y critjeise on different points. 
We understand and respect the faet that every np.tion must 
find its own way to a better society, that different soci.:W. 
and economic systems must learn to live with ene another and 
find ways to keep in touch and co-operate in peace. ' e whole- 
heartedly support détente and want to make our contrib^ition 
to deepeninp: co-operation between the peoples of Durope. 
One ain for which we work is that political détente will be 
followed by military disaraument.

At the same tine, ••»e r.aintain that \!Q have the rl^ht to spesk 
our mind and state our views on essential iesues. Ve are 
strongly in favour of a. freer and more open debate in the 
present climate of détente on fundamental political and 
ideological questions. The principle of non-intervention 
must not be allowed to stifle the debate, The will to 
preserve peace a,nd esta.blish censtmetive co^-operation must 
not obstmet an open s,nd more discerning debate than 

was possible during the implacable era of the dold War.

The present situation in -Urope is full of paradoxes, Tension 

between the nations bas relaxed but tension within nations 
is growing. ‘

In the industrial countries of the West we are now going 
through the deepest econom.ic crisis since the Thirties, 
In country after country we see paralyaing and almost un- 
believable uneraployment figures. At the same time, inflation 
is spiralling faster than since the Korea crisis.

Today, about 17 million people Ctre out of work in the in- 
dustrialized world. Counting members of their fajnilies, 

maybe 40 million people are the direct victims of unemploy- 
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ment. In the liluropean Community alone there are about

2 million jobless under 25 years of age. In individual 
member states, statistics show that unemployment among 

young people is at terrifying levels of 500,000, 400,000 
sometimes nearly 500,000, The distance between employment 
security and unemployment insecurity is getting less and 
less, A sense of helplessness and insecurity is gnawing 
right through the well-being of the communities of the 

industrial world.

The ideologlcal conseguences can be devastating. I regard 
full eraployment as the greatest economic and social advance 
of the postwar period. But in today^s difficult situation 
we are beginning to hear rising murmurs that a fairly high 
level of unenployraent is perhaps inevitable, that unemployment 
is perhaps not such an evil but may have certain advantages, 
that anyway peonle do have uneiquloyiijent assistance, and so on. 

resignation 
This reflects an ideologlcal that can mean absolute 
disaster, both for the vitality of nations and for the hopes 

for the future of individuals.

This is- nothing new. We need not look far hack in history 
to see hov insecurity paved the way for the strong men and 
the false allurements of simple Solutions.

In the Twenties, democracy war at its low^st ebb in many 
countries. ITnemploymc-jnt, political division and parliamentary 
weakness howled over '-uronG'? äemocracies like skittles. 
Por some, ic-mocracy heca-ne the way out for the we ak, doomed 
to abuse or defeat. Adolf Hitler wrote in "Kein Kampf”:

"Beraocracy, as it is praeticed io. Western burope today, is 
the forerunner of Marxism. Denoeracy is the mediura where the 
baeteria of the Marxist plague can grew and spread."

Today in Chile, General Pinochet says lie is looking for 
"a new democratic formula, as traditional democracy has 
everyvzhere been infil trated hy Marxist-Leninists”. 
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Fortunately there are not many dyed-in-the-wool fascists 

about nowaöays.

But even among democrats a peseimistic debate has started 

at the intemational level about the future of democracy.

The American professor, Daniel Moynihan, better known as theformer 

American Ambassadör to the United Nations, stated in a 
recently published artide that American democracy is 
languishing» There was a time when the whole world regarded 
the American Constitution as a model. That is a thing of 
the past, Merynihau draws the conclusion that democracy is 

■ an 
a past phase in history, just as much/anachronisra as the 
monarchy was in the I9th century. It is unable to solve 
the problems of the future. It may survive in a few isolated 
and distinctive places in ”a handful of North Atlantic 

countries”.

Pessimism of another kind emerges in the book ”The Crisis 
of Democracy” written by a trio consistmg of a Japanese, 
an American and a Prenchman. One of the things the authors 
are worried about is that democracy may become too vigorous, 
that too much may be required of it.

In their opinion, a number of conflicting interests are 
being pushed harder and ]iarder, while the eohesion of 
political parties has vreakened. Democracy has got out of 

hand, that is to say, it is praetieally impossible to 
govern.

One of the authors says that a certain measure of apathy 
and indifference in some sections of the population seems 
to be a requisite for an effeetiv^ democracy.

The ranks of the pessimists can be completed by the Nnglish- 
man Robert Moss, who has written a book entitled ”The 
Collapse of Democracy”, which has created a great stir 
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in the Aiiglo-Saxon world. He thinks that if democracy 

is to survive it must be protected by almost anti-democratic 
methods. A community which is, in principle, an open society 

may temporarily have to resort to dictatorial methods in 
’^self defence", such as controlling the mass media, dismissing 
radical teachers, taking action against trade unions, etc. 
In an earlier book he has done his best to ”explain’’ the 
Chilean juntans overthrow of Allende.

One thing all the- pesEimis'ss have in common is that for 
various reasons they see a danger in extending democracy's 
sphere of influence, in deepening democracy. They say very 
little about social evils and the necessity of pursuing an 
active policy in order to get out of the crisis. But, 
on the other hand, thej’ are interested in various ways 
of restricting and narrowing the effective power of democracy.

It is not to be wondered at that they are normally known 
as repreaenting something called ”the new conservatism”. 
There is no doubt that here and there conservative forces 
have begun to see their chance. They are spreading ”tho 
gospel of inequality” as though social equälity was the 
root of problems and as though the establishment of a dass 
society would improve the situation. They advocate a return 
to an out-and-out capitalism and try to shut their eyes to 
the fact that the present crisis is eseentially an outcrop 
of the crisis of capitalism.

And they are looking for scapegoats. To avoid having to 
talk about unemployment and poverty and people's sense of 
helplessness, they are fabricating the red peril. They 
are painting the picture of conmunists infiltrating govern- 
ment offices and building Huscovite bridgeheads in Western 
Burope. Therefore, Burope must he vaccinated against the 
red plague. Democracy must hit back. So the spirit of 
confrontation and suspicion is growing and there is a risk 
that it will create tension within and between nations.

But what is actually happening'’' There is little doubt that
capitalism is in a state of deep crisis. That is obvious 
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from unemployrnent figurss»

According to the communiat texta we should now be in a 
revolutionary oituation, which should pronote the collapse 
and the violent take-over of power which, according to 

these same texts, is inevitable»

But what are the revolutionaries up to? Well, the advance gatard 
of revolution in Europé is feverishly oceupied with renonncing 
revolution so that it can get on with vigorously proclaiming 
its democratic and reformistic disposi-^n»

This is another of today's paradoxes» In a situation which, 
according to their fathers in the faith, would benefit world 
revolution, the communist parties are now up to their eyes in 

something of a political and ideologlcal crisis.

Wliat is the reason for this?

Eor thirty years or so the communist parties in Western, 
Europé have been living in a, kind of political ghetto, even 
in Southern Europé where they have been strong. In spite o i 
their good organisation, their discipline and steady purpose, 
their influence has been limited. The Stalinist heritage 
has lived on in the majority, the severe discipline has kept 
more people outside the party than inside, the liturgical 
repetition of the dogmas has seemed foreign and fanatical, 
elitist doctrine has not encouraged involvement nor enriched 
debate. The communists have been at their strongest as 
forbidden parties in underground activities, where they ha'c 
shown admirable heroism, or irx times of crisis v/hen the 
establishment and the political opposition have been ia diearray. 
In peacetime they flourish best in societies with rigid 
dass distinetions.

In those countries where the communists have assembled a 
large section of the working clats, they have never really 
been able to exploit their strength. Therefore, they have 
become increasingly doubtful abeat the efficiency of their 
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tactics, increasingly aware that they must adjust to their 

surroundings• So when the Soviet Union resortel to 
force, in Hungary in 195^ a-^d in Csechoslovakia in 
1960, not only were they having doubts about tactics but 
they also started to question and disassociate themselves 
from their ideologlcal centra.

So what we have witnessed in the leading communist parties 
in Southern 2urope is an attempt to break out of isolation, 
to become more attractive to groups outside their own ranks 
and to gain credibility as democratic parties. This is 
particularly true of the parties in Italy, Spain and Prance.

If they want to attain these goals, however, they find them- 
selves in a head-on collision with certain fundamental 
elements of their own ideology, a situation which is in 
itself a sign of the strength of democracy and national 

independence.

First, we have the principle of proletarian intemationalism. 
The fact is that after this was presented as a doctrine in 
Csjechoslovakia in 19^8 communists could no longer prof ess an 
ideological-political dependence on Moscow and win support 
in Western Burope, This process had already been started 
in Bastern Burope by Tito during the Forties and in Italy 
in the mid-Sixties by the communist leader, Togliatti. 
Having once questioned this dependence^growing criticism 
was inevitable. Puboek^s overthrow was greeted with general 
disapprobation, even if it varied in force, The Spanish 
communist party has gone farthest in this respect, by its 
Secretary-General demanding that "comrade Ihibcek” should 
also be invited to the planned meeting of Buropean communist 

parties.

But even the two large parties in the West have gone far in 
accentuating their o^m profilee. The Italian communist leder, 
Berlinguer, professes his loyalty to Italy*s NATO commitments, 
even if he maintains that Burope would manage better without 
either NATO or the Warsaw Fact. In Prance, the communists 
recently launched a harsh attack on the existence of camps for 
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political prisonera in the Soviet Union and against the 

trials of diseidonts.

There can he no donht that in their attempt? to gain credihility 

in the eyes of test Uuronean pnoilc opinion, tne connunists 
are heing forced to take drastic stops of this kind» This 
cannot hut create friction with the cområdes in Moscov, 
thus also shaking the foundations of proletarian interna

tionalism.

In the second place, the communists must question the dietatpr- 
ship of the proletariat, a dogma that is hardly likely to 
attract the hig groups of voters, and is in direct conflict 
with the aspirations of the latin communist parties to form 
a broad democratic front. In Prance, the communists are co- 
operating with the socialists in the Union of the Left, 
In Spain they are pa,rt of an anti-fascist front, which also 
ineludes some non-socialist groups, and in Italy their ain 
is the ”historic corapromise", i,e. an organized governmental 
co-operation with the large Christian Democratic Party.

The theory of the dietatorship of the proletariat also 
clashes with the desire tc p?'esent themselves to the electorate 
as a democratic alternative, They now profess adherence 
to political pluralism, govemment hy the majority and 
parliamentarism, absolute respect for the wil? of the 
populär majority in general elections etc. Seen in the 
context of these aspirations their political message sometimes 
seems almost to be airaed at preserving the status quo.

Professing democracy also necessitates a renouncement of 
the belief in revolutionary development in Western Surope 

and the acceptance of the reformist course. Criticism of 
those who have doubts about reformism is also harsh. 
Lästen for example to Giancarlo Pajetta, member of the 
Italian Central Committee. His words cou.ld well be 
addressed to our own Swedish communists: ”Only small, 
groups, which are satisfied with living on the fringe 
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of histoiry, or doctrinaire schoolmastersj who hav© not 
yet imderstoocL the new factors of our tim© and do not 
realize that we must act accordingly if we want to be 
genuin© revolutionariesj can talk about revisionism 
and reformism in the sense that they imply the repudiation 

of socialism"•

So the dietatorship of the proletariat is deleted from the 

texts and disDiissed into history»

Ås far as I can see South Jhiropean communists are approaching 
a point where they will soon have to start diseussing a 
third fundamental principle of communism - democratic 
jggntijjBdi^. Can they, in their efforts to present them
selves as democratic, still cling to a principle which is 
in direct conflict with other tendencies in Western 
industrial societies? I refer to the deoentralisation 
of power and the exercise of influence at all levels of 
society. Can they any longer assert the Leninist principle 
of the omniscient and omnipotent avant-garde which in its 
wisdom will lead the people on the right road? I think 
not. Therefore, they must also question this principle.

This is not dry theory. These three principles are all 
fundamental to communist idealogy. It is around these 
three principles that the battle between social democracy 
and communism has been fiercest decade after decade. This 
ie where the crucial difference lies.

Many people feel that this evolution means that the 

whole Marxist-Leninist.ereed and it© ©®a®©^n@nt ©ymbolic astioa 
is at issne* W Mi-tos®® t-^n sculp tured busts be ing 
removed from conference tables. We see how the olenched 

fist is relaxing into an inviting handshake. The Inter
national© *8 battle call is being replaced by the national 
anthem. The Marxist Mecea is fading into the distance.

It is not to be wondered at tha.t this leads to great inner 
tensions in the parties at the same time as relations with
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83 ster parties ir* ,as tern LCurone are strained.

Now the question ari ses.: Is this a real change of heart oi- 
is it purely and simoly tactics laid over an nncha,nged 

ideology? We cannot tedi. The future alone holds the answer.

But the dehate around this theme is full of interestiny 
variations. Some maintain that it is a taotical facelift 
for the purpose of i^etting: into power. Should this happen 
democracy is no more. The only course, therefore, is to 
take a tough and implacable line, accent no form of co- 
operation, keep all communists out of g-ovemments.

Bevelopments in Soutiiem ''burope are infc erpreted hy some as 
a diabolio plan worked out in Koscow. The communists are 

assuming a democratic disgaiise in ordei' to take power. 
After that, country after country will fall like dominoe-s 
into the hands of dietatorship.

But it now looks as if the comiounist party in Tloscow is not 
too willing to play this imagined game. It has stiffened 
its idealogical posthre, 1 nurher of artides elahorate 
on the gospel of proletarian nationalism, the inevitabilit-'/ 
of the dass stmigde, the dietatorship of the proletariat 
and other ideologlcal orthodoxy.

Idealogical tensions are also reflected in the delay in 
convening the conference of Suropean comiaunist parties. 
Negotiations and meetinga have been held for nearly two 
years without any agreement being reached on where the 
conference is to take place or on the wording of the re
solution which is drawn up in advance, There is undeniably 
a great deal in what the Spanish communist leader Carillo 

says, when he points out that the social democrats hold 
meeting after meeting ”while we communists are not even 
capable of holding a Duropean conference”.

Possibly the leaders in the Kremlin also embrace a domino 
theory. What would happen if the ideologlcal disintegration 

in the West Turopean communist parties spread to hastem 
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I^urope and notions of a communism with a human face 
were once again to gain ground in these countries*^

The greateet challen5e to the position of the Sovie‘t 
communist party would then not come from the bourgeoisie 
nor from social democracy in Western burope but from its 
own ideologlcal fratemity.

Actually it is a fascinating thought: Two infinitely strong 
super-powers each pondering over its set of dom5noes, with 

theml 
the pieces pet up so that tho other can see /rearing the 
change in the status quo which may emerge from the ideologica 
struggle and the demands of the people.

In a way, we must have some s^-npathy for them in their 
quandary. The delicately construeted balance of power is 
for them a guarantee for peace. Change can have unfore- 
seeable and perhaps undesirable consequences. The clearly 
demarcated spberes of interest, the simple ideologlcal 
orthodoxy has undeniable advantages for them. It feels 
almost unfair to critieize them. At the same time, it 
shows how frail the balance of power must be in a phase 
when the winds of change are sweeping throrgh the nations,

What, then, is the attitude of social democracy to t’iis 
process?

This was one of the subjeets we diseussed at the meeting 
of the Social Democratic Party Leaders in Helsingör last 
month.

It is a question of vital importance to many fellow socie,! 
democrats on the continent, and that is vrhy T have dealt 

with it fairly erhaustively today.

However, may I first digress somevhat to comment on the 
Swedish coraraunist party. It feels almost ill-mannered to 
add more fuel to the fire and rub more salt, into the wound, 
but I have to complete the picture.
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Our experience of the conEaunists is that they have been 
dividers» They are in themselves a divided groun. It 
is almost impossible to find out what the present strife 

is all about. But when the pa-rty leader depicts the 
Left-Party Conmunists as ”the tool of the Swedish working 

dass in its struggle for socialism” it is not exactly 
Thor*s hammer he is putting into the hands of the 3wedish 

workerl

Someone has said that the Leit-Party Communists are in a 
state of pemianent crisis when it com©s to their programme. 
Since the end of the Second World War, five party programmes 
have been adopted. They are still searching feverishly 
for a nrogramme geared to the Swedish reality and whic^’ at the 

same /ireserves the Leninist heritage.

Hemarkably enough, Swedish conanunists have kept aloof from 
the process now taking place in Burope. V/hen the Prench 
and Italian communists talk of strengthening parliamentary 
democracy, the Left Party Communists say in their programme 
that ”parliament is the powerhouse of the bourgeois society”. 
Instead a "central representative assembij'- of the people” 
is to replace the present Riksdag, yurther, a ”revolutionary 

govemment” is to be established.

The communist party programme also rejects the "illusion” 
of "the reformist course”. It is instead ”state-monopoly 

capitalism” that profits from "the strong position held 
by reformism".

the
\^en/»ocial democrats reached agreements on the economy 
at Haga, agreements that were imnortant to the economy 
but ide ©logicallj'' fairly neutral, the Left-Party Communists 

did not spare the sneers. But et the same time they say that 

they support the efforts of their Italian comrades to form 
a govemment with a -^arty that is almost conservative. 

class
So we note that/treachery at Haga becomes wise politics 
in Home.
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Nor are the communists particularly nationalistic» Pew 
yage-eamers reco^mi^e the communists" infaraous 
description of Sv/eden as ”a sma'’1 but hunrr^- imrerialistic 

state”.

Their stand on foreign affairs is also vague. In 
Portugal, the Left Party Gomnunists have given their 
support to Cunhal "s communist party emd condemned the 
socialists. This is in direct contrast to their fellow 
communists in Spain and Italy, who have uneq^uivocally 
disassooiated themselves from Cunhal"s politics and are 
trying to maintain good relations with Mario Soarés.

V/hen commenting on Czechoelovakia the Swedish communists 
say that the situation there is be ing ”normalized’’.
Dö they mean that the situation in CKechoslovakia has 

improved since the Dubeek period? Or do they mean quite 
simply that conditions in CKechoslovakia are normal for 
a communist regime?

In Sweden the communists are grapnling with the problems cf 
the sect and the seets. ihereos comLiunists iri Southern ?hnv,“: 
are trying to broaden their sphere, hor*^ in Sweden the comru-r:'* 

ideologlcal platfonc is getting narrove?' ond narnower, tho- 
theoretical fme malier and emealer.

In Southern burope the si tur.tion is y. 11^' diffe'*’ent. 
Throughout the postwar period the co.Ta;iun'st parties there 
have been large, ;?ell organ i sed and have von th-' support 
of a large section of t'i<^ worl.ing class in elections. V?.ricue 
reasons are given for this. Gone point to the dominant role 
of the Roman Catholic church. The socialists ha-^e been 
squeezed between '‘the two ehurebes”, - conmunis-m ani 

Ccitholici sm. Tn Italy the communists are much stronger 
than the socialists, But the socialists are str«)nger in 
Portugal and probably also in ipain» In recent years the 
socialists in Prance have become the majority left-^-ring 
party for the first time. Hundreds of thoussnls of Prench 
workers vrho befor^j voted communist .have now yon‘^‘ over to the 

socialists.
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In practice, the strength and isolation of the communist 
parties have constituted a ga.arantee for the political 
dominance of the conservative forces in these countries, 
and^jone reason why they have lagged behind social progress 

in essential respects. This is a hasic political fact of 

which the cemmunists must also be well aware»

The relationship between so< 
must be judged on the basis 
Obviously, the situation is 
where communists organize a 

class.

ial democracy and communism 
of conditions in each country, 
Quite different in countries 
substantial part of the working

Therefore, social democrats in each country’' must themselves 
decide what stand they take. Lecturing serves no purpose.

the meetings of ' 
This view was emphasized at/t'ne Socialist International 
in '»972 and 1974 and was also confirraed this year at 
Helsingör.

The aim of ‘luropean social democracy raust be to reach the

working class as a whole, to givs it its rightful place in

the democratic urocess and to hamess its novrer for the
social, economic and democratic transformation of society.

I find it difficult to understo.nd those who have nothing 
bu.t difitmst for the ideologlcal reassessnents going on in 
communist pa.rties. It must '^e 0 benefit i f th.ese parties 
start professing their beVief in ionoere* c rights and 

freedo:is, if they desire tc defend fund.a;n?ntal human riyhts, 
if they begin to realize t'’'e s*;rength ~’'‘for: ism has to chanry 

society.

”ere it to yo so far as that they in dect -s wcH 0,3 in wort 

live up to their prodamations of ”no democracy ;.’ithout 
socialism, no socialism without democracy”, then they have 
accepted not only Kosa Luxemburg's hasic doctrine on 
socialism but also the fundamental values of the Sociefis'; 

Intemational,
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Should that happen» then we have no reason to reli\ps? 
into the accents of the Cold ’-Jar or to iaunch into an;' 
kind of cmsade of the type reaotionary forces are always 
ready'’ to orga.ni7.c. he can, instead, take part in an open 

ideologlcal debate unfettored by dogma.

Actually, it is a question of self-confidence. Because 
basicall;syåevelopinent prov eg the attraction and strength 

of democratic socialism. It is the people"® denan . for a 

living denoemcy, for national independence and social 
justice that is breaking through.

Communism or capitalism no longer represent a dreem of 
freedom for the peoples of Hurone. The proximity to 
the states of Bastern Europé and experience of the capitalist* 
sustained dietatorships in G-reece, Portugal and Spain have 

made people immune to repressive rågimes.

How can communism attract those who want to have a say in 
decisions affeeting their vo-^drolacee, vfno want to develop 
local autonony, want to b??oaden their sphere of activity 
and get more and moro people Involved in political life?

And how can capitalism attract those w-ho vrant to replace th - 
in^ustices of the industrial society with economic democracy. 
the rapacity of the märket forces with solidarity and a 
healthy environment, for those who see hov repressive regimes 

draw their strength from anltinntional corporations, how 
capitalism opposes the öorugpie for liberation from colonial 
mle?

Democratic socialism 23 the mein upholder of aspirations 
for freedom. Democratic socialism xs a freedom movement 
based npon people "o longing for freedom and their desire 

to be" lavolved in shapirg their own future.

Social democracy is today the strongest political force m 
V/estem Europé. Ve have more membera, more votes, more 
members of parliasiont and more ministers of govemment than 
ever before.
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But our task is a difficult one.

We must adamantly and patiently advance the positions of 
democracy. Against oppression and persecution. In defence 

of human rights.

Tn the past year in Portugal, the united and finn rallying 
of Buropean social democracy around democratic principles has 
been a source of great encouragement. It is equally impatant 
that we support democracy in Spain. There, the forces of 
democracy are showing great patience in the delicate but 
inevitable transition to democracy. Demands for political 
freedom, the release of political prisoners, the right of 
association can in the long run not be checked. But it is 
q.uite clear that there is a limit to how long the democratic 

forces can wait.

But it is not enough to defend formal rights. Democracy must 
be extended and deepened. In answer to the reactionary 
forces that speak of narrowing and limiting democracy we 
must finaly say: give the people more povjer, bring democracy 
into the workplaces, let the citizens take responsibility. 
Then together and united we can create a hetter future.

We must not for a moment under-råte the right-wing forces 
throughout Burope that want to exploit the present crisis 

and people *8 feeling of helplessness so that they can tum 
/re-estahlish rigid class di satinet lons, , 

the dock bade", once' åg^h" Kroaefen the ^TfäV/leave the 
people at the mercy of the market forces and the money 
magnates. The task of social democracy is to take up the 
cudgels against these reactionary •^'orcee, never let up on 
its far-sighted efforts to founl society on social justice.

Democracy and solidarity are the only Instruments we can 
use to find the way out of the econom.ic crisis, defend the 
right to enployment, meet the demand for a humane working 
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life, create security and fellowship and. a good living 
environment»

Ko one country has the strength to do this alone. It 
requires the united strength of a labour movement, which 
thanks to the values it has in common can function inter

na tionally.

Only when we make headway in these efforts shall we he 
able to malre a constructiv© contribution to solving the 

major intemational problemss the fight against poverty, 
a reasonable and just distribution of global refeources, 
the struggle against th© colossal wastefulness of the 
arms race - all those issues which other speakers will be 

de al ing with at this conference.

Basically» it is a matter of keeping the idea of solidarity 
alive, and of imbuing it with real content. Intemational 
solidarity demands that we make determined efforts to get 
rid of the social and economic injustices in our own country. 
Social security and economic strength in Sweden lays the 
foundation for an active and far-signted policy to promote 
intemational peace and solidarity.

The strength of the labour movement lies in its realization 
of the indlssoluble link between working for solidarity 
at home and at the intemational level in order to create 
a better and more equitable future for all peoples.

This conference ”Sweden in the World” is part of those 
efforts.


